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This essay elaborates on Ursula Klein’s methodological concept of “paper
tools” by drawing on several examples from the history of the periodic table.
Moving from John A. R. Newlands’s “Law of Octaves,” to Dmitrii Mendeleev’s
first drafts of his periodic system in 1869, to Mendeleev’s chemical specu-
lations on the place of the ether within his classification, one sees that the
ways in which the scientists presented the balance between empirical data
and theoretical manipulation proved crucial for the chemical community’s
acceptance or rejection of their proposed innovations. This negotiated
balance illustrates an underemphasised feature of Klein’s conceptualisation
of the ways in which a paper tool generates new knowledge

As a phrase, “paper tools” seems simple enough. The term appears to be a common-
sense concatenation of two juxtaposed commonsense nouns (the first acting as an
adjective), so that one could assume there is little conceptual specificity to the
idea: it is just a question of tools on paper. The goal of this essay is to reaffirm
that it is rather more than that, and that we should avoid diluting the original con-
ceptual framework through too casual historical and philosophical appropriations.
This danger threatens many of the successful epistemic epithets that populate histor-
iography (“paradigm,” “trading zone,” “moral economy”), and to a certain extent
one could delight in such terminological promiscuity as a sign of the success of a
given meme.1 This essay focuses on the affordances of “paper tools” in its original
articulation by Ursula Klein. My worry is that if we expand the concept too far
beyond the specific problems Klein was addressing we might vitiate the qualities
that made the term productive in the first place.

1 For the terms in parentheses see Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 4th ed. (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 2012 [1962]); Peter Galison, Image and Logic: A Material Culture of Microphysics (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1997); Robert Kohler, Lords of the Fly: Drosophila Genetics and the Experimental Life
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994); and Lorraine J. Daston, “The Moral Economy of Science,” Osiris 10
(1995): 2–24. “Meme” – itself a meme – was introduced in Richard Dawkins, The Selfish Gene (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1976).
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Klein’s “paper tools” were developed within the context of the historiography of
chemistry, yet quickly began to show up in many other domains, from Feynman dia-
grams to circuit diagrams to game-theory matrices.2 Despite this diversity, authors
tend to tie their usages explicitly to Klein’s original historical and semiotic analysis
of Berzelian reaction formulas – the combinations of letters, numbers, and subscripts
(originally superscripts) that are the hallmark of chemical notation to this day. For
Klein, both of the terms are important: paper tools are tools, but they are also paper.
Klein draws directly from research into scientific practice, especially experimental

practice, a body of literature that began to skyrocket in the 1980s.3 Inspired by work
in the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) to excavate “tacit knowledge” and
“skill,” Klein’s own reading of practice focuses on the manipulations of tools to gen-
erate scientific knowledge. Speaking about Berzelian formulas, she notes that “[t]hey
were tools for experimentally investigating organic chemical reactions and for con-
structing models of reactions and of the invisible constitution of organic sub-
stances.” Although these are notations on paper, she makes it clear that one could
experiment with them, and thus “[o]n many levels, paper tools are fully comparable
to physical laboratory tools or instruments and share several features with them.”4

This approach leverages insights drawn from studying laboratory practices, bring-
ing them to bear on theoretical developments in sciences that had traditionally
been treated, before SSK, within the storied tradition of the history of ideas. This
balance between theory and experiment is not just the core of Klein’s presentation;
it is also, I argue, the crucial feature of paper tools themselves.
It matters that these tools are on paper (although this is not a point that Klein

herself necessarily insisted on).5 The materiality does not have to be taken too
literally – one could also apply it to drawings on parchment or scribbles on a table-
cloth – but it cannot be dispensed with entirely. Paper has several crucial qualities: it

2 For example, David Kaiser, Drawing Theories Apart: The Dispersion of Feynman Diagrams in Postwar Physics
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005); Edward Jones-Imhotep, “Icons and Electronics,” Historical Studies
in the Natural Sciences 38 (2008): 405–50; Paul Erickson, TheWorld the Game Theorists Made (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2015). Naturally, “paper tools” are also widely deployed in the historiography of chemistry proper,
extended beyond Berzelian formulas to other kinds of chemical notation, such as structural formulas: Alan J. Rocke,
Image and Reality: Kekulé, Kopp, and the Scientific Imagination (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010); and
Evan Hepler-Smith, Nominally Rational: Systematic Nomenclature and the Structure of Organic Chemistry, 1889–
1940 (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 2016).

3 For a small but influential sample, see Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Air-Pump: Hobbes,
Boyle, and the Experimental Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985); H. M. Collins, Changing Order:
Replication and Induction in Scientific Practice (London: Sage, 1985); and Peter Galison, How Experiments End
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987).

4 Ursula Klein, Experiments, Models, Paper Tools: Cultures of Organic Chemistry in the Nineteenth Century (Stan-
ford: Stanford University Press, 2003), 3.

5 While materiality is central for Klein, that materiality is largely that of the signifiers; she does not dwell on the spe-
cificities of paper as I do here. She allows that many of the aspects of tools “can be generalized for all kinds of rep-
resentational tools, including three-dimensional models and computers” (249, n. 12). These features seem to be the
aspects of Klein’s framework that are drawn most directly from Bruno Latour’s work on inscriptions, and therefore
the least historically grounded. On Latour and inscriptions, see Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life:
The Social Construction of Scientific Facts (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1979); and Bruno Latour, “Drawing Things
Together,” in Representation in Scientific Practice, ed. Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1990), 19–68.
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became, starting in the modern period, cheap; it can be transported easily and pre-
serve the notations; and it is disposable. The materiality of paper is central:

First, paper tools are material devices in the broadest sense of being exterior to mental pro-
cesses, visible andmaneuverable. Unlike laboratory instruments, they do not interact phys-
ically with the object under investigation; this important distinction from laboratory
instruments needs to be emphasized. Even so, paper tools are visible marks that can be
manipulated to create representations of scientific objects – sometimes even to coproduce
inscriptions with laboratory instruments – and to explore their relationships with other
objects as they appear in the light of concepts and theories embodied by the paper tools.
A laboratory instrument must be suitable to the object under investigation. So, too, with
paper tools; their syntax and semantics must fit with scientists’ objects of inquiry.6

The affordances of paper are essential to deriving conceptual benefit from Klein’s
category. As Andrew Warwick has noted in his own masterful study of theoretical
practice, the transition from slate chalkboards to scrap paper enabled the theoretical
advances associated with Cambridge’s Mathematical Tripos.7

Klein is clear about both materiality and practice, but I would like to focus on a
third, more underplayed, feature that highlights the specificity of “paper tools” as
compared to just any inscription on paper: the negotiated balance between empirical
data and theoretical commitments.8 Given that, as generations of antipositivist scho-
lars have demonstrated, all experimental practices are to some extent theory-laden,
the same ought to be true of paper tools. Indeed it is – but there are constraints on the
character of the theories that do the lading. Theories amenable to manipulation by
paper tools must have some core content, but that content has to be in a flexible
dialog with empirics; the stricter the theoretical frame, the greater the risk of
turning the representation into a passive, didactic illustration rather than a pro-
ductive tool.9 For Klein’s Berzelian formulas, the weak theoretical commitments
were chemical atomism and stoichiometric assumptions: strong enough to
demand that the formulas balance, but weak enough to entertain a wide array of
hypotheses about chemical ontology and just about any experimental values for
atomic weights.10 This essay fleshes out some of the qualities of this balance,
using the periodic system of chemical elements in various incarnations of its
history from the 1860s to the early twentieth century.

6 Klein, Experiments, Models, Paper Tools, 245.
7 Andrew Warwick, Masters of Theory: Cambridge and the Rise of Mathematical Physics (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 2003). Others speak up for chalk, whose own capacities were especially significant in orienting cul-
tures of mathematicians: Michael J. Barany and Donald MacKenzie, “Chalk: Materials and Concepts in Mathemat-
ics Research,” inRepresentation in Scientific Practice Revisited, ed. Catelijne Coopman, Janet Vertesi, Michael Lynch
and Steve Woolgar (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2014), 107–29. Chalkboards and chalk are obviously tools, but
they are not paper tools in the narrow sense explored here.

8 See, for example, Klein, Experiments, Models, Paper Tools, 238.
9 A relevant analogy here is the distinction between “epistemic things” and “technical things” in Hans-Jörg Rheinber-

ger, Toward a History of Epistemic Things: Synthesizing Proteins in the Test Tube (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1997). The kind of “weak theory” I refer to here is characteristic of the former rather than the latter.

10 Klein, Experiments, Models, Paper Tools, 232. On the universality and weakness of chemical atomism as a theoreti-
cal commitment, see Alan J. Rocke, Chemical Atomism in the Nineteenth Century: From Dalton to Cannizzaro
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1984).
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It is not clear, however, what kind of paper tool the periodic system might be. The
crux of the difficulty is the complexity of the system. The language I have been using
so far – eschewing the term “periodic table” in favour of the more general “system”

– points to a first challenge in analysing the classificatory arrangement. There are
literally hundreds of distinct categories of two- and three-dimensional represen-
tations of the periodic system, and each of these renditions highlights certain
relationships among the chemical elements (electron configuration, oxidation pat-
terns, etc.) while visually deemphasising others.11 These various theory-laden ren-
derings of chemical elements’ participation in a web of relations can obscure the
fact that each individual application of a representation as a “paper tool” draws
on a set of particular and relatively limited theories. This polysemy of the periodic
system makes it an especially useful instance to interrogate historically how it has
been manipulated qua paper tool to pursue hypothetical experiments.
What follows is divided into three chronologically-arranged sections, each explor-

ing a different way in which periodic representations have been used to balance theor-
etical speculations with changing empirical data. The historical content of these cases
will be familiar to specialists in the history of late nineteenth-century chemistry, yet the
framing around paper tools ought, I hope, to recast that material in a new light. The
first section follows the early history of John A. R. Newlands’s proposed periodic
system, denominated by him as the “Law of Octaves,” in order to contextualise con-
temporary objections to elemental systems. The next section moves from reception
history to the use of paper tools in practice, examining the early construction of
what is typically understood as the canonical periodic system by D. I. Mendeleev in
1869. Specifically, his analysis of atomic weights demonstrates how he was able to
interweave theoretical and empirical considerations on the page to both construct
his own tabular representation and suggest revisions to established atomic weights
that he (correctly) deemed to be erroneous. The final section chronicles some of Men-
deleev’s later manipulations of his periodic system as a paper tool in the early twenti-
eth century, where the balance between the theoretical and experimental dimensions
of the paper tool tilted decisively towards the former. When this paper tool became
unmoored from constant dialog with experimental findings, even Mendeleev
himself backed away from his predictions. While we today might be fascinated by
the theoretical manipulations on the page, in the context of chemical research the
experimental referent was always also in play.

Consider the alphabet: Newlands and the law of octaves

John Alexander Reina Newlands (1837–1898) was a frustrated man, and to his
peers at times a frustrating one. Raised by a Scottish Presbyterian minister and an

11 Edward G. Mazurs,Graphic Representations of the Periodic System during One Hundred Years (University: Univer-
sity of Alabama Press, [1974]). See also Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent, “Graphic Representations of the Periodic
System of Chemical Elements,” in Tools and Modes of Representation in the Laboratory Sciences, ed. Ursula
Klein (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic, 2001), 133–61.
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Italian (presumably Catholic) mother, he was educated at the Royal College of
Chemistry before volunteering with Giuseppe Garibaldi’s troops in the campaign
for a unified Italy. His life took a less colourful turn upon his repatriation to
Britain: he continued his work in analytical chemistry and maintained an active
interest in publishing essays, especially those concerning tabular arrangements of
the elements.12 The first of these papers appeared in 1863, which by 1866 he
would develop into what he called the “Law of Octaves.”
It is this series of publications in the Chemical News – a private scientific journal

edited by noted chemist William Crookes – that has brought him to the attention of
historians, who have focused almost exclusively on Newlands’s own assertions that
his Law of Octaves secured for him clear priority in the development of the periodic
system of chemical elements (over especially Dmitrii Mendeleev’s and Lothar
Meyer’s alternative claims).13 The matter of priority has been treated extensively
elsewhere, and is independent of the question of paper tools.14 All of the individuals
who have been credited with partial or absolute priority in the discovery of period-
icity developed graphical representations in their articulation of the relations among
elements. The negative contemporary reception of Newlands’s Law of Octaves
turned on the question of the validity of his new paper tool as a legitimate means
of chemical abstraction. The marginalisation of Newlands by his British peers, there-
fore, provides an excellent vehicle for seeing just what they – no strangers to Berze-
lian formulas and structure diagrams – found to be amiss in Newlands’s work. Those
objections depended strongly on precisely those rigid features of Newlands’s rep-
resentations that rendered his tables, otherwise so similar in appearance to later per-
iodic tables, ineffective as paper tools.
Newlands thought in terms of lists and patterns. In his brief initial article – all the

articles were quite short, as was typical for the Chemical News – on “relations
among the equivalents,” published in February 1863, he provided some partial
lists (Figure 1) of elements showing a curious relationship among the arithmetic
differences between “equivalents”: the ratio of atomic weight and combining
power (the latter of which we would today associate with “valency,” and which
therefore correlated with chemical properties). His description of his reasoning

12 On Newlands’s biography, see J. W. van Spronsen, “One Hundred Years of the ‘Law of Octaves’: When the Italian
Cannizzaro was Fighting for Atomic Weights in Karlsruhe, Newlands Fought for the Liberation of Italy,” Chymia 11
(1966): 125–37; and Michael A. Sutton, “Newlands, John Alexander Reina (1837–1898),” Oxford Dictionary of
National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2004), http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/37807,
accessed 21 November 2017.

13 Newlands himself campaigned tirelessly for these priority claims, even gathering the original publications into a
stand-alone volume intended to solidify his case: On the Discovery of the Periodic Law, and on Relations among
the Atomic Weights (London: Spon, 1884). The literature has considered this issue of priority carefully, usually
judging Newlands to be a “precursor” of a full periodic system. For detailed discussions, see J. W. van Spronsen,
The Periodic System of Chemical Elements: A History of the First Hundred Years (Amsterdam: Elsevier, 1969),
102–11, and Eric R. Scerri, The Periodic Table: Its Story and Significance (New York: Oxford University Press,
2007), 72–82.

14 For a discussion of the conceptual complexity of priority in general, and especially as applied to the periodic system,
see Michael D. Gordin, “The Textbook Case of a Priority Dispute: Mendeleev, Lothar Meyer, and the Periodic
System,” in Nature Engaged: Science in Practice from the Renaissance to the Present, ed. Jessica Riskin and
Mario Biagioli (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 59–82.
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was almost apologetic: “Before proceeding any further, I may also remark, that in
the difficult task of grouping the elementary bodies, I have been guided more by
chemical characteristics than by physical appearances, and have, therefore, taken
no notice of the ordinary distinction between metals and non-metallics.” He did
not justify his reasoning through extensive quantitative argumentation, and
admitted that the labelling of the groups was, even to his mind, arbitrary: “The
numbers which I have attached to the various groups are merely for the purpose
of reference, and have no further significance whatsoever.”15 Newlands would con-
tinue to tinker with and expand his lists and his patterns.
In July 1864, he started with a complete list of elements (Figure 2) arranged by

atomic weights. One of the symbols in this list is unfamiliar (G, for glucinium,
which today we would call beryllium, Be), but the most striking aspect from the
point of view of present-day chemistry is the numbers. The first column is the
atomic weight as reckoned at the time, yet to be fully standardised according to
AmedeoAvogadro’s rules as articulated by Stanislao Cannizzaro at the 1860Karlsruhe
Congress. I will only single out uranium (U = 120, roughly half of its present-day
value), since it will return later in the discussion of Mendeleev. The second column
shows the difference in atomic weights of any given element from the one preceding it.

figure 1 Two lists provided by Newlands in 1863, correlating the differences between
chemical equivalents of various elements, from “On Relations among the Equivalents,”
Chemical News 7 (7 February 1863), 71.

15 Newlands, “On Relations among the Equivalents,” Chemical News 7 (7 February 1863): 70–72, on 71.
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What perplexed Newlands, developing a point from an earlier publication in the
same journal by a pseudonymous author calling himself “Studiosus,” was that the
numeral eight was conspicuously infrequent in this second column (it occurs once,
at Ro = 104), though it ought to be present in many of these cases if Studiosus’s
numerical relations were correct.16 Newlands began tinkering in terms of equiva-
lents, and ended up with a table (Figure 3). Sixteen is now a characteristic
number. What did this mean? Newlands was not willing to speculate. In fact, he
offered little explication of the theoretical underpinnings of this system, and even
seemed to dismiss his own scheme immediately after presenting it: “This table is
by no means so perfect as it might be; in fact, I have some by me of a more complete
character, but as the position to be occupied by the various elements is open to con-
siderable controversy, the above only is given as containing little more than those
elementary groups the existence of which is almost universally acknowledged.”17

Studiosus himself was not impressed. “Few would call chemistry a mathematical
science,” he wrote in August 1864 in response to the above piece; “and, such being
the case, I appeal against its being treated mathematically, as it was byMr. Newlands
in your impression of the 30th ult.”18 Given what we now understand about the
quantum-mechanical implications these multiples of eight – and the obvious
utility of mathematics in every branch of chemistry – Studiosus’s complaints have

figure 2 Newlands’s list of atomic weights as of 1864, as published in “Relations Between
Equivalents,” Chemical News 10 (30 July 1864): 59–60, on 59.

16 See Studiosus, “Numerical Relations of Equivalent Numbers,” Chemical News (2 July 1864): 11. This half-column
letter to the editor consists almost entirely of numbers, pointing to the frequency of 8. I have been unable to determine
the real identity of “Studiosus,” but the tone of his publications and discussions surrounding him indicates he was not
a known member of the chemical community.

17 Newlands, “Relations between Equivalents,” Chemical News 10 (30 July 1864): 59–60, on 59.
18 Studiosus, “Numerical Relations of Equivalents,” Chemical News 10 (20 August 1864): 94–95, on 95. This piece

immediately followed another article by Newlands expanding his system; Studiosus objected to Newlands’s favour-
able citation – and to his mind overgeneralisation – of his earlier results about the differences between atomic weights
in various categories being nearly multiples of eight. In turn, Studiosus’s article (as well as the pseudonym) was later
attacked by J. Noble, “Numerical Relations of Equivalent Numbers,” Chemical News 10 (3 September 1864): 120.
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not been given much credence. However, Studiosus was not hostile to mathematics
in general, as his original arithmetical display would indicate. He certainly made
measurements and insisted that equations balance just like every practicing
chemist of the day. Rather, what he disparaged about treating something “math-
ematically” here was a focus on numerical relations without constant reference to
the experimental findings underlying those numbers.19

Newlands was undeterred, and in March 1866 published his full “Law of
Octaves,” in a now famous rendition (Figure 4) that is included in every history
of the periodic system. Something intriguing has happened with the numbers.
Although they appear in the same position as atomic weights had in the previous
incarnation, these are not atomic weights. They are, rather, the ordinal position of
Newlands’s elements. In a decade when the measured values of atomic weights
were constantly under scrutiny, this blunted the utility of the grid even as a handy
reference.20 It is also clear from the arrangement that Newlands wanted the
reader to focus on the columns, to highlight the fact that the properties of various
elements seem to repeat after every seven elements (hence the musical analogy of
the octave). His interest, therefore, was in the columnar regularity, not in the rows
across where one might detect what we now recognise as the halogens (the first
row), the alkali metals (the second row), etc.
The format of the article in which this table was presented is particularly relevant

to how the image was understood as a paper tool. The text is the report of a meeting
of the Chemical Society of London in which Newlands made this presentation. Two
oral objections are reproduced in paraphrase immediately after the image:

figure 3 Newlands’s 1864 table demonstrating the regularity of increases in atomic
weights, in “Relations Between Equivalents,” Chemical News 10 (30 July 1864): 59–60, on
59.

19 This concern was a leitmotif among nineteenth-century chemists, especially in organic chemistry. See Alan J. Rocke,
The Quiet Revolution: Hermann Kolbe and the Science of Organic Chemistry (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1993), chapter 14.

20 On the difficulties of atomic weight determination, see N. W. Fisher, “Avogadro, the Chemists, and Historians of
Chemistry: Parts I and II,” History of Science 20 (1982): 77–102, 212–31.
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Dr. [JOHN HALL] GLADSTONE made objection on the score of its having been assumed that
no elements remain to be discovered. The last few years had brought forth thallium,
indium, cæsium, and rubidium, and now the finding of one more would throw out
the whole system. The speaker believed there was as close an analogy subsisting
between the metals named in the last vertical column as in any of the elements standing
on the same horizontal line.

Professor G. F. [sic: presumably GEORGE CAREY] FOSTER humorously inquired of Mr.
Newlands whether he had ever examined the elements according to the order of their
initial letters? For he believed that any arrangement would present occasional coinci-
dences, but he condemned one which placed so far apart manganese and chromium,
or iron from nickel and cobalt.21

Foster’s objection is often cited by those of a Whiggish bent, with the goal of indu-
cing chuckles and an eye-roll. Alphabetical? How benighted could Foster be?! I
propose taking his point seriously. What has Newlands actually indicated in this
table? Without the atomic weights – and without an argument that these weights
are not subject to revision or (as Gladstone noted) to being supplemented by new
entries – there is no indication that this is more than a fortuitous coincidence at
best, and an artefact of faulty atomic-weight determinations at worst. There is, in
short, no data-theory balance behind this paper tool, and therefore nothing to
vouchsafe the regularity. At least with an alphabetical ordering a chemist could
look up properties in a reference manual; these ordinal numbers did not provide
as much logic as the conventions of spelling. It should be noted that Newlands’s reac-
tion did not help his case much: “Mr. NEWLANDS said that he had tried several other
schemes before arriving at that now proposed. One founded upon the specific
gravity of the elements had altogether failed, and no relation could be worked out
of the atomic weights under any other system than that of Cannizzaro.”22 In
short, he presented this system because it was the only arrangement that worked
– what today might be called the fallacy of selecting on the dependent variable.
But why should a chemist of that day expect any tabular arrangement to hold?

figure 4 Newlands’s “Law of Octaves,” as published in “The Law of Octaves, and the Causes
of the Numerical Relations among the AtomicWeights,” Chemical News 13 (9March 1866): 113.

21 Newlands, “The Law of Octaves, and the Causes of the Numerical Relations among the Atomic Weights,” Chemical
News 13 (9 March 1866): 113.

22 Newlands, “The Law of Octaves,” 113.
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Realising that his public unveiling had not gone as well as hoped, the following
week Newlands was back in print defending his Law of Octaves:

Now, it appears to be difficult to construct any arrangement, founded upon numerical
data, which could brin[g] the above-named elements into closer connexion than the
one which I have adopted; yet it has been condemned on the score of its placing “so
far apart manganese and chromium, or iron from nickel and cobalt.” I readily grant
“that any arrangement may present occasional coincidences;” but, at the same time,
take leave to observe that the coincidences which I have pointed out are the rule, and
not the exception.

I have endeavoured to describe relations actually subsisting among the atomic weights of
the elements at present known, but am far from thinking that the discovery of new
elements (or the revision of the atomic weights of those already known) will upset, for
any length of time, the existing of a simple relation among the elements, when arranged
in the order of their atomic weights.23

Without the benefit of hindsight – that is, without knowing that periodic regularities
do exist and that the system has given unparalleled insight into the structure of the
chemical universe – it is hard to find this response persuasive. Newlands was claim-
ing, in essence, that his paper tool was valid because he was able to construct it. He
did not present any argument as to why one might expect octaves to exist in nature,
or that the inventory of elements was complete, or what guidance this tool might
provide for future experiments. Crucially, these silences by Newlands were why con-
temporary chemists rejected his Law.
Newlands was never able to entirely escape this critique, and it rankled for the

next two decades as Foster’s gibe became entangled in Newlands’s quest for priority.
In 1873 Newlands wrote to the Journal of the Chemical Society demanding “the
insertion of this brief note” about the Law of Octaves into its pages, “[a]s my
paper was not printed in the Journal of the Chemical Society, and therefore a ques-
tion of priority may arise.”24 The timing was telling: this was precisely the moment
when Lothar Meyer and Dmitrii Mendeleev’s first scuffles over priority began to
occupy German chemical journals, and Newlands wanted in.25 The fact that he
was unable to publish in the Journal – though obviously was granted space in the
perfectly respectable pages of the Chemical News – was something Newlands
repeatedly blamed on Foster’s mockery. A joke about the alphabet was responsible
for his losing credit for the most significant discovery in inorganic chemistry of the
last half century.26 The President of the Chemical Society, Edward Frankland, coun-
tered Newlands’s representation of the history: “The PRESIDENT said the reason why

23 Newlands, “On the ‘Law of Octaves’,” Chemical News 13 (16 March 1866): 130.
24 Newlands, “Note on Relations among the Atomic Weights,” Chemical News 27 (27 June 1873): 318.
25 On the history of that priority dispute, which experienced a first round in 1873 and a second around 1880, see

Michael D. Gordin, Scientific Babel: How Science Was Done before and after Global English (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 2015), chapter 2.

26 Newlands, “On Relations among the Atomic Weights of the Elements When Arranged in Their Natural Order,”
Chemical News 31 (16 July 1875): 21–22, on 22; and Newlands, “Zur Geschichte des periodischen Gesetzes,” Ber-
ichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft 17 (1884): 1145–50, on 1148.
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Mr. Newlands’ paper on this subject in 1866 had not been published by the Society
was that they had made it a rule not to publish papers of a purely theoretical nature,
since it was likely to lead to correspondence of a controversial character.”27

Set aside the question of whether genteel distaste at acrimonious exchanges of
letters to the editor constitute a legitimate reason to reject publication, and focus
instead on the main point: “papers of a purely theoretical nature” – those that
did not sufficiently engage with empirical discrepancies or debates. The chief
purpose of Ursula Klein’s notion of “paper tools” is to demonstrate that
these tools are a way of doing experiments, albeit on paper. By this metric,
Newlands’s representation of the elements was not recognised by his contempor-
aries as legitimate. Later events were to show that the periodic system could in
fact be used as a paper tool to staggering effect, but it does not follow that
Newlands’s own periodic representation did. Foster and Gladstone clearly
thought something was missing from his representations – what I have been
pointing to as a dialectical balance between chemical theory and laboratory
experiment – and its absence from the Law of Octaves can be more clearly
seen by juxtaposition with Mendeleev’s earliest notes on his path to the con-
struction of his own periodic system.

The black variant: Mendeleev in 1869

Dmitrii Ivanovich Mendeleev (1834–1907) has received the bulk of attention from
historians of the periodic system, largely because his February 1869 version was the
most complete (and the last) of the six independent systems produced in that decade,
and also because he has been awarded the credit for the discovery of the system by
generations of chemists since. (When discussing the periodic system it is hard to
avoid questions of priority, in part because that was the idiom in which so many
of the participants narrated its history.) In terms of paper tools, Mendeleev’s work
in 1869 is instructive.
The main reason is the sources available. A few years after his death, Mendeleev’s

former apartment at St. Petersburg University – where he had been a professor for
roughly thirty-five years – was turned into a museum and archive, and his
copious notes and library were transferred there from his last office across town
at the Chief Bureau of Weights andMeasures, eventually becoming subject to exten-
sive analysis by historians of science in the Soviet Union and abroad. Mendeleev had
a documentary sensibility and he preserved a staggering quantity of notes and cor-
respondence over his long career in Imperial Russia, explicitly recognising that his
biography and research would be of interest to later generations. Unfortunately
(although understandably), he only began to assemble this collection comprehen-
sively after the burst of intense work on the periodic system between 1869 and
1871. Thus, while we know a good deal about the minutiae of his research on

27 Newlands, “Note on Relations among the Atomic Weights,” 318.
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later topics, the process of formulation of the periodic system is not as well
documented as one might like.28

We do, however, have four significant documents that narrate important elements
of his reasoning and which are of special significance regarding the question of the
periodic system as a paper tool. These documents have been heavily pored over by
Soviet (and later Russian) specialists and have formed the spine of the historiogra-
phy of the early periodic system.29 The four documents are: the back of a business
letter addressed to Mendeleev on which he jotted down some atomic-weight values
and began calculating their differences; the “rough draft” (chernyi variant, lit.
“black variant”); the “clean draft” (belyi variant, “white variant”), a recopied
version of the former sent to the printers; and the first offprint of a periodic
system, dated February 1869.30 We have nothing equivalent for Newlands, which
is why I confined my discussion to the reception of his various graphical represen-
tations; with Mendeleev we can get much closer to the original scrap paper. Yet
while obviously essential to any analysis of the history of Mendeleev’s process,
these four documents remain insufficient, and it is indispensable to contextualise
them through the composition of Mendeleev’s two-volume Principles of Chemistry
(Osnovy khimii, 1869–1871), as he developed his ideas principally in the gap
between volume one and volume two.31 For the purposes of this essay, the crucial
document is the “rough draft” (Figure 5).
Before moving to a closer reading of this image, I need to raise a caveat about a con-

jectural paper tool about which we have no evidence: the legendary “notecards” by
which Mendeleev ostensibly discovered his periodic law, hypothesised by the dean
of Mendeleev studies, Bonifatii M. Kedrov, and memorialised in numerous documen-
taries and popular writings. As Kedrov attempted to work through the four docu-
ments, he imagined that Mendeleev – who occasionally played a version of solitaire
for leisure – had produced individual cards for each element with important data
(atomic weight, etc.), dealt them on a table, and rearranged them manually.32 Anec-
dotally, the only references to any such cards were a throwaway mention by the
chemist in 1903, and an apocryphal account by his son Ivan (1883–1936), who

28 On Mendeleev’s biography, see Michael D. Gordin, A Well-Ordered Thing: Dmitrii Mendeleev and the Shadow of
the Periodic Table (New York: Basic Books, 2004). On Mendeleev’s library and archive creation, see R. B. Dobrotin
and N. G. Karpilo, Biblioteka D. I. Mendeleeva (Leningrad: Nauka, 1980); and M. A. Blokh, ed., Iubileinomu men-
deleevskomu s”ezdu v oznamenovanie 100-letnei godovshchiny so dnia rozhdeniia D. I. Mendeleeva (Leningrad:
Goskhimtekhizdat, 1934).

29 The foundational work of this textual analysis is B. M. Kedrov, Den’ odnogo velikogo otkrytiia (Moscow: Izd.
sotsial’no-ekonomicheskoi literatury, 1958). Later expansions and critiques of Kedrov’s framework have substantially
refined our understanding of the significance of these four documents: D. N. Trifonov, “Versiia-2. (K istorii otkrytiia
periodicheskogo zakona D. I. Mendeleevym),” Voprosy istorii estestvoznaniia i tekhniki, no. 2 (1990): 24–36, no. 3
(1990): 20–32; and I. S. Dmitriev, “Nauchnoe otkrytie in statu nascendi: Periodicheskii zakon D. I. Mendeleev,”
Voprosy istorii estestvoznaniia i tekhniki, no. 1 (2001): 31–82, translated as idem, “Scientific Discovery in statu nas-
cendi: The Case of Dmitrii Mendeleev’s Periodic Law,” Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences 34
(2004): 233–75.

30 These documents are reproduced in facsimile and with copious annotations in D. I. Mendeleev, Periodicheskii zakon.
Klassiki nauki, ed. B. M. Kedrov (Moscow: Izd. AN SSSR, 1958).

31 For such an account, see Gordin, A Well-Ordered Thing, chapter 2.
32 Kedrov, Den’ odnogo velikogo otkrytiia, chapter 3.
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was born fourteen years after the events in question and never mentioned it until after
his father’s death. While this would undoubtedly have been a wonderful way to
proceed to the discovery – perhaps this is why they have been so easy to imagine
after the fact by so many observers (including Mendeleev) – no remnant of these
cards has ever manifested, and no one has even attested to having seen them. Even
more problematic, Mendeleev would have had to laboriously annotate sixty-plus
notecards (assuming he even had a supply of blanks at home) from scratch, which
does not fit even into Kedrov’s own timeframe of the chemist’s discovery.

figure 5 The “rough draft” (chernyi variant) of Mendeleev’s periodic system, early 1869, as
reproduced in Mendeleev, Periodicheskii zakon: Klassiki nauki, ed. B. M. Kedrov (Moscow:
Izd. AN SSSR, 1958), photocopy 1.
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What we do have, however, is the “rough draft,” and it is a remarkable paper tool
in itself. It is clear at first glance that Mendeleev had already made significant pro-
gress before he had come to this arrangement: the core of the system (the line of
alkali metals headed by “Li = 7” followed by the halogens right across) is already
in place, stenciled with confidence. What is equally obvious is that Mendeleev
was working out how to build around this core. At the bottom of the page is a
line of Berzelian symbols for elements, typically with their atomic weights immedi-
ately above. As Mendeleev found a place for them in the centre – for example lead
(Pb) at the end of the row, which is at the top right of the grid with atomic weight
207 – he would cross them out. He found a place for each of these. Several attempted
placements were crossed out and reallocated. Some elements, most notably indium
(In), are visible at the column on the left and in the line of calculations at the top
right, and remained a difficult puzzle for Mendeleev throughout the early published
tables.33 What we observe, in short, is an active paper tool in Ursula Klein’s sense.
Mendeleev experimented with placements, and he used this sheet to consider cor-
recting atomic weights, which accounts for the last names on the upper right: biblio-
graphic references for specific disputed atomic-weight determinations. Uranium,
whose atomic weight had then been experimentally determined to be 120, ought
to be placed between tin (Sn) and antimony (Sb), but he dropped it to “116?”
below tin, the record of a hypothesis. It would take him several months before he
corrected its weight by doubling it to 240, quite close to its correct value and one
of Mendeleev’s first uses of the table to make chemical predictions. This format
also led him to juxtapose atomic weights with oxidation levels, as in the “II”
below “Ti = 50” among the transition metals and a whole host of possibilities in
the upper right corner, a visible trace that Mendeleev was reasoning not solely in
terms of weights, as Newlands had done, but also in terms of chemical properties,
using one to correct the other. Many of the traces of his active “paper tooling”
are effaced in the “clean version” (Figure 6), but even here there are still question
marks and crossings-out.
Neither of these, nor any of Mendeleev’s published tables in 1869, show evidence

of finality. These are works in progress. In this they clearly differ from Newlands,
who presented the Law of Octaves as though it were largely complete. (Again, we
lack the archival depth to see what Newlands’s grid might have looked like in
medias res.) A more important contrast to his predecessor is the way in which Men-
deleev speculated in the “rough draft” and the finer copy. We see here the underlying
hypothesis that there was some relationship between chemical properties, in the
form of oxidation levels, and atomic weight, but that in the event of a conflict
one should trust the chemical combination rather than fallible atomic-weight deter-
minations. There is also a hierarchy in atomic weights differentiating those that are
deemed certain, those that have a question mark, and those that require a citation –

33 I. S. Dmitriev, “Problema razmeshcheneiia indiia v periodicheskoi sisteme elementov,” Voprosy istorii estestvozna-
niia i tekhniki, no. 2 (1984): 3–14.
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figure 6 The “clean draft” of Mendeleev’s system, drawn up for the printer to produce
stand-alone sheets. The draft title in Russian is visible on the top, and in French in a box
in the centre, still in the process of being worked out, as are many of the atomic-weight
values. Reproduced from Mendeleev, Periodicheskii zakon: Klassiki nauki, ed. B. M.
Kedrov (Moscow: Izd. AN SSSR, 1958), photocopy 2.
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reflecting a theoretical assessment of the validity of various methods of
measurement.
Perhaps the most important theoretical commitment, however, is unmentioned:

Mendeleev did not assert that the plenum had been reached, that all the elements
had been discovered. The mechanism of this paper tool, especially the accretion of
less certain placements on the bottom and right of a core, necessarily allows for
new elemental discoveries to be inserted. That is a quite weak theoretical position,
one that enabled him to imagine the prediction of his eka-elements.34 Over time,
as new elements slipped into the domiciles prepared for them by gaps in the frame-
work, this particular theoretical commitment deepened into a stronger confidence in
the tool as certain knowledge in itself – both for the community of chemists, who
slowly warmed to the periodic system at different rates in different geographical
locations, and for Mendeleev himself.35 The implications of that change in status
for Mendeleev’s final predictions using the periodic system demonstrate the ease
with which a deft paper tinkerer like Mendeleev could slide into the dogmatism of
a Newlands.

Ever lighter elements: Mendeleev in the twentieth century

Mendeleev developed his periodic system while writing his Principles of Chemistry,
and he continued to incorporate it into the pedagogical mission of the textbook over
the eight editions published in his lifetime.36 He also physically integrated it, with
one long-form periodic table on the inside cover and a fold-out version for easy refer-
ence for students to use while poring over the chapters within. Never finicky about
writing in books, Mendeleev annotated his own copies of the printed systems as new
information became available. One particular short-form system (i.e. the long
periods were folded into two short periods, to highlight secondary chemical analo-
gies) from the early 1870s, pasted into one of his notebooks for his research on low-
pressure gases, was especially interesting in this regard (Figure 7).37 It represents a
distinct change in Mendeleev’s practice of using paper tools from what we saw in
the previous section.
There are, of course, some similarities. The red lettering, in Mendeleev’s custom-

ary crayon, shows corrected weights, such as yttrium (atomic weight 89, though he
does not use our standard symbol, Y) and lanthanum (139), both discovered long

34 On the unthinkability of these kinds of predictions in the chemistry of his day, see Gordin, “The Textbook Case of a
Priority Dispute.”

35 On the European and Japanese receptions of the periodic system, see especially Masanori Kaji, Helge Kragh, and
Gábor Palló, eds., Early Responses to the Periodic System (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015); and for
the United States see Stephen G. Brush, “The Reception of Mendeleev’s Periodic Law in America and Britain,”
Isis 87 (1996): 595–628.

36 On the evolving state of Mendeleev’s textbook, and its relation to the periodic system, see Nathan M. Brooks,
“Dmitrii Mendeleev’s Principles of Chemistry and the Periodic Law of Chemical Elements,” in Communicating
Chemistry: Textbooks and Their Audiences, 1789–1939, ed. Anders Lundgren and Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent
(Canton, MA: Science History Publications, 2000): 295–309.

37 On the gas research programme, see Gordin, A Well-Ordered Thing, chapter 3.
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before the periodic system but whose incorrectly-determined atomic weights had
made them hard to classify. “Di 175–190” is an interesting case: Mendeleev’s
broad sweep of possible weights for didymium was later resolved in the discovery
that this supposed element was actually a mixture of two elements, neodymium
(144.2) and praseodymium (140.9) – both rather off from Mendeleev’s calculations
– but, then again, the rare earths were always problematic in the development of the
periodic system.38

Yet most intriguing is the scrawl in thin blue crayon in the upper left: “The ether is
lighter than the rest by a million times.”39 This is our earliest explicit indication of an
obsession that would drive Mendeleev, off and on, for the rest of his career: the
search for the luminiferous ether, the substrate upon which light waves were
assumed to travel. The commitment to the ether is not especially odd. In the nine-
teenth century, belief in the ether was extremely common, even obligatory for phy-
sicists, and Mendeleev dedicated a good portion of the 1870s to helping
St. Petersburg physicists establish a professional society (though they never

figure 7 Periodic system from Mendeleev’s gas notebook, 1870s, reproduced in Mende-
leev, Nauchnyi arkhiv, t. I: Periodicheskii zakon, ed. B. M. Kedrov (Moscow: Izd. AN SSSR,
1953), photocopy 29.

38 D. N. Trifonov, Redkozemel’nye elementy i ikh mesto v periodicheskoi systeme (Moscow: Nauka, 1966). See also
Pieter Thyssen and Koen Binnemans, “Mendeleev and the Rare-Earth Crisis,” in Philosophy of Chemistry:
Growth of a New Discipline, ed. Eric Scerri and Lee McIntyre (Boston: Springer, 2015), 155–82.

39
“Легче всехъ эфиръ в миллионъ разъ.”
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reached the numbers or prominence that chemists did).40 What is more puzzling,
given the purposiveness of his paper-tool manipulations of 1869, is how discon-
nected the blue comment is from the system on the page. Written above and to
the left of hydrogen, this ether has no place in the periodic system; the quasi-quan-
titative language (“million”) is a conjecture with no concrete plan. There was no
guess about the possible ways in which the ether might be discovered, and there
was no mechanism to tinker on paper to attempt to divine its properties.
Mendeleev never found the ether in the laboratory in the 1870s – as is perhaps not

surprising given its ignominious ontological abolition from physics in the early
twentieth century – but the inquiry into what the ether was and how it might be dis-
covered never left him. If it existed it must be made of something, and all somethings
had to have a place on the periodic system. This was simply what Mendeleev under-
stood “matter” to mean. As it eluded him experimentally, however, he moved on to
other projects before returning to it in the early twentieth century. Elsewhere I have
described the history of Mendeleev’s chemical ether as a reaction to his perception of
the periodic system as under a triple threat from noble gases, the electron, and radio-
activity, and it is not necessary for the question of paper tools to retell that story
here.41 Rather, I want to concentrate on the periodic system he published in his
1903 ether pamphlet, later published in English and several other languages
(Figure 8).42

Our interest is in the “Zero Group,” running along the left-hand side of the table.
These are the noble gases, and their “zero” quality concerns their chemical inertness,
their lack of valency. Today, of course, we typically find them on the far right of the
periodic system, because the most common arrays of elements now emphasise the
filling of electron shells, and these elements have completed ones. Mendeleev,
being pre-quantum-mechanical, had a different rationale for the groups: they rep-
resent oxidation levels (R2O = group 1, RO [R2O2] = group 2, R2O3 = group 3,
etc.). By this pattern, since there is no oxidation of these elements, they are the
“beginning” of the system – R2O0, if you will. For a paper-tool person, this opens
up an opportunity, in that there seems to be a gap to the left of hydrogen, and Men-
deleev had made good use of gaps before. He hypothesised that there would be
another noble gas there (y), which he dubbed “coronium,” since he believed it
existed in the sun’s corona. Not bad for someone who a few years earlier had resisted
the very idea of inert gases! But he used his tool some more. If there were a zero-
group element in period 1, then there ought to be a zero-group element in the (con-
jectural) period 0 – the ether, labelled x on this table. (He sometimes floated the name
“newtonium” for it.) The old techniques he had used to produce atomic weights

40 On the status of the ether and what happened to it, see Jed Z. Buchwald, “How the Ether Spawned the Micro-
World,” in Biographies of Scientific Objects, ed. Lorraine Daston (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000),
203–25.

41 Gordin, A Well-Ordered Thing, chapter 8; and Gordin, “Making Newtons: Mendeleev, Metrology, and the Chemi-
cal Ether,” Ambix 45 (1998): 96–115.

42 D. I. Mendeleev, “Popytka khimicheskogo ponimaniia mirovogo efira,” Vestnik i biblioteka samoobrazovaniia, nos.
1–4 (1903): 25–32, 83–92, 113–22, 161–76.
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would not work when there were no surrounding elements for x (other than y, which
was also hypothetical), so he worked through some upper and lower bounds using
escape velocity equations from gravitational physics. The idea found few supporters,
and he seems to have cooled on it by the end of his life.43 In this, it fit into a little-
discussed tradition of failed predictions using the system by both Mendeleev and
others.44

It is, however, demonstrative for how far he had come in terms of reasoning with
his system as a paper tool. He still had plenty of blank spaces in his system for yet-to-
be-discovered elements, so he was not working with the notion that chemistry had
achieved the plenum, but he did extend his reasoning to imagine that there were
symmetries behind the system that needed to be satisfied. Where no one imagined
gaps, Mendeleev did: not just elements y and x, but he also believed there ought
to be companions for hydrogen in period 1 – if not a full array of lighter elements,
at least a lighter halogen above fluorine.45 Why? He did not say. The idea of
elements between hydrogen and lithium had been floating around since the

figure 8 Mendeleev’s periodic system with the chemical ether, published in Mendeleev,
An Attempt towards a Chemical Conception of the Ether, tr. G. Kamensky (London: Longmans,
Green, and Co., 1904), 26.

43 Gordin, “Making Newtons”; Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent, “L’éther, élément chimique: Un essai malheureux de
Mendéléev (1902),” British Journal for the History of Science 15 (1982): 183–88.

44 V. Karpenko, “The Discovery of Supposed New Elements: Two Centuries of Errors,” Ambix 27 (1980): 77–102.
Alongside these is the under-explored history of attempts to develop a quantitative interpretation of the periodic
system, especially in the decades before the notion of “atomic number,” typically in the form of an articulated func-
tion whose zeros (or whose derivatives) picked out the atomic weights of the actually existing elements. The idea was
fairly persistent and widespread, but has only been treated in detail in the relatively brief work by D. N. Trifonov,O
kolichestvennoi interpretatsii periodichnosti (Moscow: Nauka, 1971). Naturally, all these efforts produced their own
predictions of elements that remained to be discovered.

45 Mendeleev, “Popytka khimicheskogo ponimaniia mirovogo efira,” 119n.
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discovery of argon in 1894, mostly as an ad hoc hypothesis to explain away the inert
gas (a view with which Mendeleev was initially in sympathy). G. Johnstone Stoney,
for example, thought that there were six elements in the first period, and that argon
was a polymer that would point the way to them.46Mendeleev did not give even that
much of a hint as to the data that he was explicating, critiquing, and therefore
experimenting on through his paper representations. The theoretical underpinning
of his paper-tool manipulations in 1903 was symmetry, but why should one, empiri-
cally and experimentally, expect symmetry? With the “eka-elements,” Mendeleev
worked with elements situated in a highly constrained environment, surrounded
by other elements that could direct chemical reasoning and provide grist for the
paper tool; coronium and the ether fizzled because there was no justification in
the terms of the paper tool to find them plausible. Despite Mendeleev’s enormous
credibility in making predictions using his grid of elements, this venture fared no
better than that of the relative outsider Newlands.

Conclusion

Now that they exist, periodic systems of chemical elements can be used in a wide
variety of chemical practices. Pedagogically, in what has become a standard
tabular representation for contemporary chemists and students, they can demon-
strate a host of chemical relations and lessons about atomic structure. The more
thoroughly the boxes are filled – only possible with periodic tables of larger size
or in tiny print for those with keen eyesight – they are a one-stop reference work
for details like melting points, crystalline forms, biological uses, or electronic struc-
ture. Even in the form of a diminutive laminated card that slides into your wallet,
endowed only with a chemical symbol in each cubicle, they can be a quick guide
to the orbitals filled in any particular element. Each of those uses is important for
the conduct of chemistry, and as a theoretical tool or reference repository the peri-
odic system has been perhaps unrivalled in the history of modern chemistry,
which is the reason philosopher of chemistry Eric Scerri has dubbed it “the ultimate
paper tool.”47

Scholars have tended to focus on cases where theories have been eventually vali-
dated, and in that sense the periodic system has indeed been an exceptionally power-
ful theoretical tool, the position that Scerri develops.48 Scerri’s main point is that it is
not sufficient to just point to an underlying periodic law, however you might
present it; the fact that a graphical representation seems indispensable for both
practical and theoretical elucidation of that law is worth underscoring, and has fos-
tered a debate over whether there is a single “best” representation of the periodic

46 G. Johnstone Stoney, “Argon – a Suggestion,” Chemical News 71 (1895): 67–68.
47 Eric Scerri, “The Periodic Table: The Ultimate Paper Tool in Chemistry,” in Tools andModes of Representation in the

Laboratory Sciences, ed. Klein (2001), 163–77.
48

“I take it that the first word [‘paper’] is really a euphemism for theoretical tools. In other words, we are dealing with
tools which can be written on paper rather than with laboratory tools which can be used to affect chemical operations
such as distillation or chemical analysis.” Scerri, “The Periodic Table,” 163.
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system.49 That discussion, however, highlights the question of representation rather
than tool, let alone “paper tools” à la Klein.
Ursula Klein’s “paper tools” are not entirely identical to theoretical tools. They

form a subset of them, but they also partake of experimental practices, providing
opportunities to manipulate marks on a page in order to answer questions about
the empirical behaviour of bodies. In this, they are at the border of experimental
and theoretical practice. None of the uses mentioned at the start of this conclusion
quite falls into Klein’s framework, because all of them use the system as a tool that
standardises or supplies knowledge, not a tool that enables you to intervene and gen-
erate knowledge (for example, by building hierarchies of certainty within the anno-
tations on the paper tool). As Klein herself notes, “speaking of tools raises the
question of ‘tools for what,’ relating the tools to the goals of their users.”50 We
answer this question differently, I maintain, when we examine how the periodic
system was developed – when it was, in part, a true paper tool in Klein’s sense –

in contrast to the myriad other ways in which it has been invoked.
Before chemists came to accept them, periodic systems like those of Newlands and

Mendeleev were hypotheses, but in some cases they were also more: they were exper-
imental devices on paper through which new chemical knowledge (about elemental
relationships, about potential new elements, about correct atomic weights) could be
produced. How successfully they did so – in the terms of their creators, their contem-
poraries, or later philosophical analysts – depends to a great degree on the local spe-
cifics of what was being presented. Newlands focused on chemical equivalents, and
Mendeleev on atomic weights, and that distinction implied significant differences in
the flexibility of their arrangements. More specifically, Mendeleev came to empha-
sise that his system was an arrangement not of “basic substances” like graphite or
diamond, but of “elements” like carbon, entities whose sole true property was
their atomic weight, and hence their unique places in the system – an immensely pro-
ductive conceptual clarification.51 Clearly articulating such a theoretical premise
was essential to working with the objects. Judging by the standards of reception,
Mendeleev was more effective than Newlands.
Why? As I hope to have demonstrated, it was not a matter of Mendeleev having a

developed theoretical frame and Newlands not. All of the creators of the early per-
iodic systems had theory-laden approaches. How could they not have? A periodic
system is not an entity that one can simply stumble across in nature, like an
igneous rock or a stormy weather formation. The problem with Newlands’s

49 Eric Scerri, “Trouble in the Periodic Table,” Education in Chemistry (January 2012): 13–17.
50 Klein, Experiments, Models, Paper Tools, 246.
51 Mendeleev, “Die periodische Gesetzmässigkeit der chemischen Elemente,” Liebigs Annalen der Chemie und Pharma-

cie, Suppl. 8 (1872): 133–229. This point about basic substances vs. elements has been helpfully stressed by Scerri,
The Periodic Table; and Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent, “Mendeleev’s Periodic System of Chemical Elements,” British
Journal for the History of Science 19 (1986): 3–17. Bensaude-Vincent’s article also provides a thoughtful close
reading of Mendeleev’s presentation of the periodic system in his textbook, The Principles of Chemistry. On many
points, her analysis from those textual sources and mine derived from the images provide complementary accounts
of the flexibility of Mendeleev’s early approach to his classification.
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theory was how he negotiated the balance between theoretical and experimental
aspects of the tool: in 1863 he presented empirical evidence with no articulation
of the theoretical intervention, and in 1866 he squelched the empirical interventions
entirely in favour of promulgating his Law of Octaves. Mendeleev’s 1869 periodic
system, as worked out in the paper tool of the “rough draft,” was intrinsically
weak, which allowed him to accommodate a lot of both empirical and theoretical
instability as he crossed out and repositioned items on the document. After the vin-
dication of his elemental predictions, however, Mendeleev came to interpret his per-
iodic system as a theory in and of itself – fixed like the Newlands’s Law – that was
privileged over experimental data, and his periodic system no longer worked as a
paper tool. Available for many other purposes, in this modality it was inert.
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